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Surgical navigation has played an important role in 
improving accuracy and reducing invasiveness in 
modern neurosurgery and is today considered the 

standard of care in a wide array of neurosurgical proce-
dures.1–4 In intracranial tumor surgery, the use of naviga-
tion results in lower complication rates, maximized extent 
of resection, and improved patient prognosis.5,6 Frameless 
techniques for intracranial biopsy have been developed to 
improve patient comfort and clinical workflow compared 
with the frame-based stereotactic technique.7,8

Even though surgical navigation systems have con-
tinuously improved since their introduction in the early 

1990s, the principal technology has remained essentially 
unchanged.9 In principle, the technique allows the surgeon 
to track a surgical instrument in three dimensions and in 
relation to the patient’s anatomy, based on coregistration 
with a dynamic reference frame and preoperative CT or 
MRI.10

During the last decade, however, augmented reality 
(AR) has emerged as a promising and significant technical 
advancement in surgical navigation.11 AR has been suc-
cessfully applied in several types of neurosurgical proce-
dures,12–15 including frame-based intracranial biopsy.16 AR 
can be defined as the overlay of computer-generated visual 
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OBJECTIVE The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy (deviation from the target or intended path) and efficacy 
(insertion time) of an augmented reality surgical navigation (ARSN) system for insertion of biopsy needles and external 
ventricular drains (EVDs), two common neurosurgical procedures that require high precision.
METHODS The hybrid operating room–based ARSN system, comprising a robotic C-arm with intraoperative cone-
beam CT (CBCT) and integrated video tracking of the patient and instruments using nonobtrusive adhesive optical 
markers, was used. A 3D-printed skull phantom with a realistic gelatinous brain model containing air-filled ventricles and 
2-mm spherical biopsy targets was obtained. After initial CBCT acquisition for target registration and planning, ARSN 
was used for 30 cranial biopsies and 10 EVD insertions. Needle positions were verified by CBCT.
RESULTS The mean accuracy of the biopsy needle insertions (n = 30) was 0.8 mm ± 0.43 mm. The median path length 
was 39 mm (range 16–104 mm) and did not correlate to accuracy (p = 0.15). The median device insertion time was 149 
seconds (range 87–233 seconds). The mean accuracy for the EVD insertions (n = 10) was 2.9 mm ± 0.8 mm at the tip 
with a 0.7° ± 0.5° angular deviation compared with the planned path, and the median insertion time was 188 seconds 
(range 135–400 seconds).
CONCLUSIONS This study demonstrated that ARSN can be used for navigation of percutaneous cranial biopsies and 
EVDs with high accuracy and efficacy.
https://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2021.5.FOCUS20813
KEYWORDS surgical navigation; image-guided surgery; augmented reality; neurosurgery; brain biopsy; external 
ventricular drainage
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information on real-world objects. By overlaying anatomi-
cal objects as 3D virtual models on the view of the surgi-
cal field, real-time visualization of surgical targets or risk 
organs is possible. The navigational data can be projected 
directly onto the surgical field17 or displayed on a video 
stream of the surgical field,18 either on a separate screen 
or in a head-mounted display (HMD) device. However, a 
recent review of AR technology indicates that the majority 
of publications concern microscope-based systems.11

An ideal AR navigation system should avoid a compli-
cated or time-consuming setup and registration, be easy 
to use, and have an AR display independent of the micro-
scope, when the surgical procedure so requires.11 It should 
also allow visualization and augmentation of the anatomy 
without distracting the surgeon or obscuring the surgical 
field.19 Finally, the system must be accurate as well as offer 
the possibility of confirming the results with intraopera-
tive imaging.20,21

In an effort to meet these requirements, we have adapt-
ed and evaluated a novel AR surgical navigation (ARSN) 
system. The system has successfully been used in spine 
surgery,12,22,23 and an application for endoscopic skull base 
surgery is under development.18 The ARSN system relies 
on intraoperative cone-beam CT (CBCT) and live video, 
in combination with intraoperatively placed skin markers 
for registration and patient tracking.12,23,24 The augmented 
video feed is displayed on a separate monitor. As a first 
step in adapting the system for use in cranial neurosur-
gery, an AR navigation application for intracranial biopsy 
and placement of external ventricular drains (EVDs) has 
been developed. These are common and highly standard-
ized neurosurgical procedures with a high demand for 
accuracy, and thus are suitable for evaluating the perfor-
mance of a navigation system. In this study, we present 
and evaluate the ARSN system applied for cranial biopsy 
and EVD insertion. The aim of this study was to measure 
the technical accuracy of the ARSN system in terms of de-
viation from the target or the planned path in millimeters. 

Furthermore, the concept of AR navigation for these pro-
cedures, in terms of insertion time and surgical workflow, 
was evaluated.

Methods
The ARSN System

The ARSN system used in this study has been previ-
ously described.25,26 It is a hybrid operating room (OR)–
based navigation system with a ceiling-mounted robotic 
C-arm (Allura FlexMove, Philips Healthcare), with intra-
operative CBCT capability (Fig. 1A). An optical tracking 
system (OTS) with four optical video cameras embedded 
in the flat panel detector of the C-arm is used for coreg-
istration, patient and instrument tracking, and image aug-
mentation. Flat adhesive optical markers, recognized by 
the OTS, are applied to the skin or the Mayfield clamp 
and are used for coregistration as well as patient position 
tracking. Using the C-arm, a CBCT is performed to au-
tomatically coregister the patient 3D image and patient 
position. Once the coregistration is completed the C-arm 
can be removed and the tracking switched to a separate, 
freestanding OTS during surgical procedures. The sys-
tem’s own proprietary software is used for segmentation 
of anatomical structures of interest and planning of paths 
to targets. A video stream of the surgical field, augmented 
with the segmented anatomical structures, tracked instru-
ments, and planned paths, is displayed on a dedicated 
medical monitor.

The Skull and Brain Phantom
A high-quality CT scan (0.75-mm slice thickness) ob-

tained in an anonymous adult female patient downloaded 
from an online DICOM library27 was used as a template 
for the skull phantom and modified to allow detachment 
of the calvaria (Fig. 1B). The skull was 3D printed in poly-
lactic acid with calcium (PLA + CaCO3), resulting in a 

FIG. 1. A: The hybrid OR-based ARSN system with a ceiling-mounted robotic C-arm for CBCT acquisition and registration. An 
OTS with 4 optical video cameras is embedded in the flat panel detector of the C-arm and is used for optical tracking of instru-
ments and the patient. Once the registration is completed, the C-arm can be removed and the tracking switched to a separate, 
freestanding OTS during surgical procedures. B: The 3D-printed skull phantom and realistic gelatinous brain model containing 
air-filled ventricles and 2-mm spherical biopsy targets. C: The needle used for biopsies and EVD insertions. A cylindrical optical 
marker consisting of alternating black-and-white stripes was attached around the proximal part of the needle to allow tracking of 
the instrument.
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bone-like CT attenuation, higher than that of PLA alone 
(480 HU vs 25 HU). A 3D computational model of the 
brain was segmented from the same CT scan and reduced 
by 4 mm in every direction to fit the skull. The negative 
image of the brain was 3D printed and used as a mold 
for the brain phantom. Air-filled ventricles were created 
by printing the ventricular system in PLA that could be 
washed out after molding of the brain. The brain tissue 
model was created using a mixture of 6 weight percentage 
(wt%) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA; Sekisui SELVOL Poly-
vinyl Alcohol 165), 56 wt% water, 38 wt% coolant, and 
1 wt% of barium sulfate (BaSO4; Sigma-Aldrich), using 
one freeze-thaw cycle at −25°C. The use of a coolant pre-
vented the 3D-printed mold from breaking due to expan-
sion of the PVA mixture during freezing. Barium sulfate 
was used to mimic the CT attenuation of the brain; 1 wt% 
resulted in 126 HU, slightly higher than normal brain at-
tenuation (40 HU). The stiffness of the material could be 
controlled by repeated freeze-thaw cycles and the concen-
tration of PVA.28 The mechanical test on the PVA material 
showed that the elastic modulus of the brain model was 
higher than that of the real brain tissue. After the brain 
was created, 30 steel balls (2 mm ± 5 µm diameter) were 
placed at several depths inside the brain phantom, serving 
as targets for the biopsy experiments.

Biopsy and EVD Insertion
All insertions were performed by a senior consultant 

neurosurgeon with 10 years of neurosurgical experience. 
The skull phantom was fixed in a Mayfield clamp. Flat 
adhesive skin markers for optical tracking were attached 
to the skull and the clamp. A CBCT was acquired for reg-
istration and planning. Using the proprietary software of 
the ARSN system, the 2-mm-diameter bearing balls in the 
gelatinous brain model were assigned as targets and bi-
opsy paths were planned. A sharp, 188-mm-long, 1.5-mm-

diameter stainless steel biopsy needle was tracked in three 
dimensions by the navigation system and used for inser-
tions. To enable optical tracking, a 30-mm-long, 5-mm-
diameter cylindrical optical marker, consisting of alternat-
ing 5-mm black-and-white stripes, was attached around 
the proximal part of the needle and calibrated with the 
navigation system (Fig. 1C). A standard handheld surgical 
bone drill was used to create a 3-mm-diameter hole in the 
skull phantom. Identification of the entry point and angle 
of drilling, as well as the needle insertion, were guided by 
the ARSN system. An augmented visualization of the path 
overlaid on the video of the surgical field was displayed to-
gether with the tracked needle depicted in the axial, sagit-
tal, and coronal projections of the acquired intraoperative 
CBCT (Fig. 2A and Video 1).

VIDEO 1. Video presentation of the simulated ARSN biopsy proce-
dure. VR = virtual reality. Copyright Simon Skyrman. Published with 
permission. Click here to view.

After the needle was positioned, a new CBCT was ac-
quired for verification of the needle position and accuracy 
measurements. Thirty individual biopsy insertions were 
performed. The same needle and technique were used to 
perform 10 EVD insertions, of which 6 were placed fron-
tally with entry at Kocher’s point and the planned tip posi-
tion in the frontal horn of the ipsilateral lateral ventricle at 
the foramen of Monro, and 4 were placed occipitally with 
entry at Frazier’s point and the planned tip position in the 
body of the ipsilateral lateral ventricle.

Accuracy and Time Measurements
Accuracy measurements were performed by a blinded 

senior consultant neurosurgeon on postprocedure scans. 
The simulated biopsy accuracy was defined as the dis-
tance between the tip of the inserted needle and the cen-
ter of the target (i.e., the bearing ball). The CBCT images 
were reconstructed so that the tip of the needle and the 

FIG. 2. A: Screenshot of the ARSN system display during drilling of the skull phantom. A bull’s-eye view in the axis of the planned 
path (upper left) as well as augmented images of the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes are displayed to guide the surgeon during 
the procedure. In this case, the target was located at the base of the skull of the patient’s right side. B: Screenshot of the ARSN 
monitor display of an EVD placed in a good position in the ventricular system of the brain phantom. The EVD catheter follows the 
planned path with minimal angular deviation and is located intraventricularly in the frontal horn of the ipsilateral lateral ventricle 
with its tip in the area of the foramen of Monro.
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center of the target were in the same plane, after which the 
distance was calculated by measuring from the tip of the 
needle to the center of the bearing ball, with subtraction of 
the ball radius of 1 mm. For the simulated EVD insertions, 
the accuracy was similarly defined as the distance from 
the tip of the inserted needle to the end of the planned 
path. In addition, the angular deviation of the inserted nee-
dle in relation to the predefined path was measured in the 
insertion plane. The rationale behind reporting accuracy 
differently for biopsy and EVD was based on clinical con-
siderations. Different trajectories may be used for reach-
ing a biopsy target in the brain. The important accuracy is 
in relation to the target, measured as the distance between 
the needle and the target, rather than the entry point and 
the angulation of the chosen path. An anatomically cor-
rect EVD position (Fig. 2B), however, requires adherence 
to a path defined by an anatomical starting point, while 
the tip placement has a larger degree of freedom, as long 
as it is in the area of the foramen of Monro. Thus, accurate 
EVD placement is not dependent on millimeter accuracy 
at the tip but rather on the correct angulation of the EVD 
and adherence to the planned path. Therefore, both ac-
curacy at the tip and the angular deviation of the placed 
EVD with respect to the planned path were measured.22 
The time for each simulated biopsy and EVD insertion 
was recorded from the moment the surgeon first started 
identifying the entry point until the biopsy needle or EVD 
was in the intended position.

Statistical Analysis
Accuracy measurement, angular deviations, and inser-

tion times were expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
and as median (range). Pearson’s product moment correla-
tion coefficient was used for testing correlation. Statistical 
analysis was performed using SPSS version 12.0 (SPSS 
Inc.), and a p value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
The median accuracy for the simulated biopsies (n = 

30) was 0.8 mm (range 0.1–1.6 mm; mean 0.8 ± 0.43 mm) 
as presented in the boxplot in Fig. 3A. The median navi-
gation time following the planned path was 149 seconds 
(range 87–233 seconds). The median path length was 39 
mm (range 16–105 mm) and did not correlate with accu-
racy (p = 0.15) (Fig. 3B). The median accuracy for EVD 
insertions (n = 10) was 2.8 mm (range 2.0–4.5 mm; mean 
2.9 mm ± 0.8 mm) at the tip with a 0.7° ± 0.5° angular de-
viation. The results for EVD insertions are depicted in Fig. 
4. All EVDs had a good intraventricular position (Fig. 2B), 
and the median navigation time was 188 seconds (range 
135–400 seconds).

Discussion
Accuracy

In this study, we present the development of an ARSN 
system for cranial biopsies and EVD insertions. The sys-
tem was tested on a skull phantom with a realistic gelati-
nous brain model. Submillimeter accuracy for simulated 
intracranial biopsies was achieved, and the EVDs were 
placed with insignificant divergence from the planned 
paths. The mean accuracy of 0.8 mm achieved in this 
study is comparable to the results of previously described 
frameless stereotactic setups (Table 1).29–33 The accuracy 
for EVD insertions was slightly lower (2.9 mm), which is 
likely explained by the fact that the intraventricular target 
areas were less well defined than the bearing balls. In the 
clinical situation, a biopsy requires submillimeter accu-
racy, while the tolerance in EVD insertions is much great-
er.34 In this study, all insertions were performed freehand, 
guided by AR navigation on an external monitor. The use 
of a dedicated high-definition, ceiling-mounted monitor 
allowed for AR images to be easily displayed and used 
for accurate navigation (Fig. 2A and B). Even though CT-
guided freehand biopsies of deep-seated lesions have been 
proven to be safe, it is reasonable to assume that fixation 
of the needle during the procedure is safer and more ef-
fective.35 The ARSN system presented in this study can be 
combined with a surgical or robotic arm,36,37 or any other 
type of biopsy needle holding device, for needle stabiliza-
tion and increased safety.

FIG. 3. A: Boxplot presenting the accuracy achieved in the AR-guided 
biopsy procedures (n = 30). The target error was defined as the distance 
in millimeters from the biopsy needle tip to the center of the biopsy 
target, a 2-mm steel bearing ball. The boxplot displays the median as a 
solid line, hinges correspond to upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers 
indicate data up to a 1.5 interquartile range. B: Scatterplot presenting 
each individual biopsy target error (y-axis) plotted as a function of path 
length (x-axis), showing no correlation between the two parameters (p 
= 0.15). 

FIG. 4. A: Boxplot presenting EVD placement accuracy defined as the 
distance from the planned path end to the tip of the needle inserted, 
measured on postinsertion CBCT images. B: Boxplot presenting EVD 
placement accuracy defined as angular deviation from the preplanned 
EVD path in degrees. The angular error, defined as the angle between 
the predefined path and the axis of symmetry of the inserted needle, 
was measured in the insertion plane.
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Advantages of the ARSN Setup
The system is based on a hybrid OR solution providing 

a number of benefits.38 The integration of video cameras 
in the ceiling-mounted C-arm simplifies the registration 
process. Once the initial CBCT scan is performed, the 
patient is automatically coregistered.25 Compared with 
other frameless techniques, the ARSN system could have 
a possible advantage for deep-seated lesions, as navigation 
systems dependent on registration of anatomical surface 
structures may lessen in accuracy with increasing distance 
from the face.39 This phenomenon is likely explained by 
small angular inaccuracies in surface-based coregistra-
tion, which will cause an amplification of the absolute er-
ror the farther from the coregistration surface the target 
gets. The CBCT-based registration protocol used by the 
ARSN system, on the other hand, has a homogeneously 
distributed accuracy that is independent of the target depth 
or fixation of the head (Fig. 3B).12,22

In addition, while the intraoperative CBCT capabil-
ity of the ARSN system is used for patient imaging and 
coregistration, it can also provide the surgeon with fully 
updated intraoperative images if needed. A contrast-en-
hanced CBCT can be performed for verification of biopsy 
position and exclusion of early postoperative hemorrhage 
immediately after the biopsy in the OR.40–42 This early 
postoperative CBCT could replace other postoperative ra-
diological examinations, making the procedure even more 
efficient. The average radiation dose from one CBCT is 
approximately 50% (1 mSv) of a standard diagnostic CT 
scan (2 mSv).43 Hence, even if two CBCT sessions are per-
formed for planning and verification, the total radiation 
dose will not exceed that of one conventional postopera-
tive diagnostic CT scan. Moreover, the use of intraopera-
tive CBCT has the potential to compensate for brain shift, 
addressing one of the major limitations of current naviga-
tion systems.44,45

Time Aspects
Based on the time measurements for insertions in this 

study, and previous experience of the system in clinical 
applications,12 the estimated accumulated time for CBCT 
acquisition, navigation, and needle insertion would be less 
than 9 minutes. In this study, planning of trajectories was 
performed for multiple targets and cannot fully represent 
the considerations in a real surgical case. However, in a 
real surgical scenario, preplanning can be made on preop-

erative MRI that is later fused to the intraoperative CBCT 
for efficient use of OR time.

Frameless Stereotaxy
Stereotactic biopsies can be performed in awake or 

lightly sedated patients using local anesthesia, avoiding 
the risks of general anesthesia in patients with comorbidi-
ties, and reducing the OR time. However, current solutions 
require fixation of the head in either a stereotactic frame 
or a head clamp, which, even with application of local an-
esthetics, may be a painful procedure. In this study, the 
skull phantom was fixed to the surgical table in a head 
clamp. However, the ARSN system does not rely on rigid 
fixation of the head, since tracking of the patient position 
is performed in real time by the system’s video cameras, 
and patient movements are compensated for.12,22 Reducing 
discomfort for the patient and shortening OR time without 
sacrificing accuracy could be potential advantages of the 
ARSN system.

Limitations
This study was performed on a phantom that, although 

realistic, is not identical to a real clinical scenario. No real 
biopsies were obtained, and no real EVDs were placed. 
Despite the promising results and high accuracy obtained 
in this setup, further studies on cadaveric and animal 
models are required to confirm accuracy and safety in as 
realistic conditions as possible before clinical use could be 
considered.

Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that the ARSN system 

can guide cranial biopsies and EVD insertions with high 
accuracy and has the potential to improve the workflow 
for biopsy procedures in a real surgical setting. Further 
clinical studies are warranted for confirmation of the re-
sults presented here.
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